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In the words of other musicians… 
 

 “Sandro Russo is a musician’s musician, and a pianist’s pianist. There is no technical 

challenge too great for him, but it is his musicianship that ultimately makes the 

greatest impression. His interpretations reveal a unique and profound artist at 

work.” – Lowell Liebermann 

 

“Sandro Russo is without question one of the most brilliant pianists of his 

generation. Apart from his dazzling technique, he performs with a profound sense of 

poetry and a distinctive style.” – Seymour Bernstein 

 

“Sandro Russo is an artist to his finger tips. Musical, intuitive, and a master of the 

instrument.” – Abbey Simon 

 

 

 “I have enjoyed his artistry, his dedication to high standards, commitment to style 

and how to produce sound and communicate the music beyond the stage. He has a 

striking presence and is a throwback to the grand tradition of elegant pianism and 

beautiful sound.” – Jeffrey Biegel 

 

 “I have been very grateful for Sandro Russo’s interest in performing my piano 

music; his performances have shown great commitment, excellent attention to 

detail and a keen awareness of the interpretive needs of these various pieces. I hope 

his enjoyment of my music never ceases!” – Marc-André Hamelin 

 

 “Sandro played Liszt’s Concerto in A major brilliantly, with masterful technique and 

in the grand manner. He makes the piano sing and never forces the sound, even in 

forte. He was full up to the virtuosity of the piece and displayed a fine sense of 

poetry in the more lyric episodes.” – David Gilbert 
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Acclaimed for his profound sense of poetry and distinctive style, Sandro Russo has been 

in demand as a soloist in many venues around the world. He unanimously receives 

accolades for his sparkling virtuosity and his playing has often been referred to as a 

throwback to the grand tradition of elegant pianism and beautiful sound. Abbey Simon 

has praised him as “an artist to his fingertips…musical, intuitive, and a master of the 

instrument.” Lowell Liebermann has called him “a musician’s musician, and a pianist’s 

pianist. There is no technical challenge too great for him, but it is his musicianship that 

ultimately makes the greatest impression. His interpretations reveal a unique and 

profound artist at work.” 

Born in San Giovanni Gemini, Italy, Mr. Russo displayed exceptional musical talent from 

an early age. After entering the V. Bellini Conservatory, from where he graduated summa 

cum laude, he went on to earn the Pianoforte Performing Diploma from the Royal 

College of Music in London, with honors. While still a student, he won top prize awards 

in numerous national and international competitions, including Senigallia and the Ibla 

Grand Prize. During that time, he performed in some of the country’s most reputable 

concert halls. 

Soon after Mr. Russo moved to the United States in 2000, he won the Bergen 

Philharmonic Orchestra Concerto Competition, which led to a performance of the Liszt A 

major Concerto at the Bergen Performing Arts Center in Englewood, NJ.  Shortly 

thereafter, he gave an acclaimed Chopin recital at the prestigious Politeama Theatre in 

Palermo, Italy, and later appeared at the Nuove Carriere Music Festival, an international 

showcase for the world’s most promising young musicians. 

Mr. Russo has also gained attention for an extensive repertoire that is comprised not only 

of well-known masterpieces from all periods but also of rarities of the piano literature. 

His virtuoso performances of works by Cziffra, Sorabji, Marc-André Hamelin and other 

composer-pianists have enthralled music lovers from around the world. He has also 

premiered compositions by Lowell Liebermann, Paul Moravec and Mr. Hamelin.  

Mr. Russo has performed in such eminent concert halls as the Concertgebouw in 

Amsterdam, the Konzerthaus Berlin, Salle Cortot in Paris, Teatro Politeama in Palermo, 

Weill and Zankel halls at Carnegie Hall and Nagasaki Brick Hall in Japan. His recitals 

include performances for The Rachmaninoff Society, the Dame Myra Hess series in 

Chicago, Concerts Grand in Santa Rosa (CA), the American Liszt Society, the Houston 

International Piano Festival, the Husum Festival of Piano Rarities in Germany and the 

Chetham’s International Piano Festival in Manchester (U.K.), among others. In 

November 2010 the Italian Academy Foundation presented Mr. Russo in a sold-out 

Chopin & Schumann anniversary concert at Carnegie Hall.  



 

Mr. Russo has appeared as a soloist with the Slovak Philharmonic in Bratislava, The 

Jacksonville Symphony in Florida and The Brussels Chamber Orchestra in an opening 

gala of The Music Festival of the Hamptons. He also has toured with the Orchestra 

Sinfonica Siciliana for performances of the Rachmaninoff 3

rd

 Piano Concerto and was the 

featured soloist with the New York Asian Symphony on tour in Japan. 

In the summers of 2017 and 2018, Mr. Russo gave solo recitals in the recently opened 

Stoller Hall in Manchester, UK. He also performed in London (St. Mary’s Perivale and 

Steinway Hall) and Vienna (Gegenklang), and in September 2017, he had the honor of 

performing with the world-renowned soprano, Sumi Jo, for the president of South Korea, 

to promote the PyeongChang 2018 Winter Olympics. In October 2018, he gave a highly 

praised performing in the Fernando Laires Series at the Eastman School of Music’s 

Kilbourn Hall.  

 

At the invitation of Bechstein-America, Mr. Russo had the privilege of recording a DVD 

on the historical 1862 Bechstein piano (#576), originally owned by Franz Liszt.  

Additionally, he had the opportunity to record a DVD on Horowitz’s CD-75 Steinway 

piano; this represented the first recording made on this legendary instrument following 

Horowitz’s death.  

 

Mr. Russo’s performances have aired on major radio stations in the US and abroad. His 

albums include, among others, Scarlatti Recreated, Russian Gems: Piano Rarities and 

Rachmaninov – Solo Piano Works. The latter was released to critical acclaim in March 

2017 on the Steinway & Sons label and was chosen “Disc of the Month” by Italy’s The 

Classic Voice magazine. Mr. Russo’s latest album, Images et Mirages: Hommage à 

Debussy, was released on the Steinway & Sons label on October 19, 2018. 

 

Sandro Russo is a Steinway Artist. 

 

www.sandrorussopianist.com 
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Monday, January 23, 2017 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

Sandro Russo is without question one of the most brilliant pianists of this generation. I 

coached him for several years and heard him play and perform a vast and varied 

repertoire. No sooner does he begin a performance when audience members know that 

they will be treated to profound and poetic interpretations infused with an effortless and 

dazzling technique.   

 

Last month I heard him in a recital for the Leschetizky Society in NYC, a performance 

which included the four Ballades of Chopin and the rarely performed Rachmaninoff 1

st

 

Sonata. To be succinct about it, I and the entire audience were mesmerized by his 

conception and the transcendental delivery of each and every phrase. 

 

I believe Sandro Russo’s artistry warrants a manager who will build for him the major 

career he deserves. It is a privilege to write this recommendation for such an outstanding 

artist. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

 
 

Adjunct Associate Professor of Music and Music Education, New York University. 

 

 

 

 





                                              VLADIMIR FELTSMAN 

                                                  18 Hawk Hill Road 

                                                  New Paltz, NY 12561 

 

 

 

 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

 

I recommend highly Sandro Russo for your concert series. 

 

He is a gifted artist with a strong stage presence. I am sure that his performance will be a 

success. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Vladimir Feltsman                                                                   October 2, 2011 
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CLASSICAL  CD REVIEWS

Sandro Russo pays homage to the continuity of style and mood in early and
late works of Sergei Rachmaninov.

RACHMANINOV:  Solo Piano Works = Piano Sonata No. 1 in d minor,
Op. 28; 3 Etudes-Tableaux; 4 Songs (arr. E. Wild); Variations on a
Theme of Corelli, Op. 42 – Sandro Russo, piano – Steinway &  Sons
30077, 78:04 (3/17/17)  [Distr. by Naxos] ****:

A graduate of the Vincenzo Bellini Conservatory and the Royal College of
Music in London, pianist Sandro Russo means “to showcase the multiple
facets of [Rachmaninov’s] artistic language.” Russo (rec. 13 & 20 June
2016) addresses the imposing Piano Sonata No. 1  (1908), a piece inspired by both the Faust legend
and the Liszt Faust Symphony, with its musical portraits of Faust, Gretchen, and Mephistopheles. In
fact, the sketches for the d minor Sonata suggest Rachmaninov’s symphonic ambitions, though he
would discard any program from the piece, as such. In three large, intricate movements, the sonata
resonates with the ubiquitous Dies Irae of the Requiem Mass, especially given Rachmaninov’s gothic
sensibility and his admiration of the Liszt Totentanz. Rachmaninov presented the draft of the work to
colleague Konstantin Igumnov, who premiered the work.

Russo attacks the first movement Allegro moderato with pungent fervor, its Russian bells ringing and
its folk idiom in lyrical bel canto. Russo builds an impressive, mounting arch that ripples with scales
and huge block chords and repeated notes. The percussive aspects of the score may become too
intrusive for some tastes. The element of longing detectable in this music might be attributed to
Rachmaninov’s fascination with Byron’s Manfred, his having set the Tchaikovsky symphony for two
pianos. The Lento casts a romantic glow rife with Schumann conceits, particularly the Romance in
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1 in d minor ; 3 Etudes-Tableaux; 4
Songs; Var iations on a Theme of
Corelli – Sandro Russo, p. – Steinway
& Sons
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F-sharp Major, Op. 28, No. 2. The watery, singing line in broken figures might echo Scriabin and
Rachmaninov’s own c minor Concerto.

The Allegro molto contains galloping figures that resonate with militant hauteur and a strong sense of
the opening movement of the Chopin Second Sonata. This movement ends with a kind of epilogue,
at first meditative in glossy arpeggios, reminiscent of Schumann’s Fantasie, Op. 17. Then,
Rachmaninov’s thick stretti and polyphony take over, invoking those Russian bells in tandem with
Beethoven’s “fate” motive. The character of the music – rather emotionally wrought – helps explains
why this work has not yet held thrall over audiences, but Russo’s conviction of its merits – along
with performances by the likes of Alexis Weissenberg – may overcome the collective coolness
towards its power.

Russo’s set of three Etudes-Tableaux: in c minor, Op. 33, No. 3; in e-flat minor, Op. 33, No. 6; and
in e-flat minor, Op. 39, No. 5 fill out his vision of the composer’s lachrymose sensibility that still
embraces a tender poetry. “Six feet of gloom” had been Stravinsky’s assessment of the tall and lean
Rachmaninov. Much pedal assists Russo’s enunciation of the Rachmaninov ethos, which occasionally
resonates with an organ sonority that rivals Busoni’s notion of Bach. The Op. 33, No. 6 echoes
aspects of Medtner, as a kind of fairy-tale etude-scherzo. The Op. 39, No. 5 projects that colossal
(percussive) majesty we hear also in the b minor Prelude, with clear homage to Chopin.

Russo chooses four of American virtuoso Earl Wild’s transcriptions of Rachmaninov songs:
“Dreams,” Op. 38, No. 5; “Floods of Spring,” Op. 14, No. 11; “The Little Island,” Op. 14, No. 2;
and “Where Beauty Dwells,” Op. 21, No. 7. These pieces exploit the piano’s delicacy as much as the
etudes serve its percussion. Plastic and lyrical, these renditions solidify Russo’s own capacity to
capture intimate, salon sentiments without affectation. The Op. 14, No. 11 owes a debt to Turgenev
in its emotional urgency. The suavely gorgeous keyboard sound comes to us courtesy of Engineer
Ryan Streber. “The Little Island” links Rachmaninov with Debussy and Liszt (his Un sospiro),
perhaps by way of Mendelssohn. More passionate arpeggios grace “Where Beauty Dwells,” whose
roulades and flourishes obviously charm Russo as much as we.

Russo selects Rachmaninov’s only published piano solo work outside of Russia (1931) for his finale: 
Rachmaninov wrote the Variations on a Theme of Corelli in 1931 while he vacationed in
Switzerland. The theme of the work, though attributed to Corelli, belongs in fact to La Folía, whose
origins, at least in printed music, go back to at least the mid-17th century and some fifty years, and
essentially presents a chord progression in d minor with a few passing bars in the relative major.
Rachmaninov likely admired it as part of his knowledge of Franz Liszt’s Rhapsodie
Espagnole. Typical of Rachmaninov’s late style – of the Fourth Piano Concerto – the setting of the
theme, terse and laconic, casts a neo-Classic hue on the proceedings.

The twenty variations that follow resemble a full-scale sonata. The first thirteen encapsulate what
might be considered a sonata’s first movement, embracing a variety of moods. An ornamental and
cadenza-like “Interlude,” loosely based on the theme, then follows before proceeding to the next
variations. Shifting to the key of D-flat Major, the following two variations together form a sort of
central slow movement and present La Folía in sweetly lyrical tones. Finally, the remaining five
variations form the work’s finale, returning abruptly to the tonic key and building the theme through
increasingly energetic treatments. With an air of solemnity and mystery the work fades from
the fortissimo of the final variation to close softly in the key of d minor. Besides having mastered the
sheer digital obstacles Rachmaninov created as a salute to his own, enormous hands, Russo maintains
a flexible, fluent line that carries us dramatically even through the poised silences, quite a feat of
intelligent virtuosity!

—Gary Lemco





Translation of original review by Luca Chierici in Classic Voice, Italy, May 18, 2017 
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“RUSSO SHOWS HERE THAT HE POSSESSES AN INSTRUMENTAL 

COMMAND GRANTED TO FEW PERFORMERS” 

 

The first Rachmaninoff Sonata, once practically unknown to disc and live performances, 

was then brought back to light by several valuable pianists, from Ciccolini (who probably 

opened the path to its rediscovery as far back as 1958) to Askhenazy, Weissenberg and 

Biret (in recording), to the younger Mustonen, Berezovsky, Trifonov, Lugansky, 

Romanowsky, not by chance almost all interpreters of Russian-Slavic matrix. In his brief 

program notes Russo reminds us of the Faustian program at the base of the sonata and the 

Dies Irae roots, often cited by Rachmaninoff in his numerous compositions. As we 

remembered in a past issue of "Classic Voice," the program – analogous to the one that 

characterizes the Liszt Sonata – was also cited by the composer in a letter to Morozov, as 

well as in a recollection by Kostantin Igumnov, the first interpreter of the work."  

 

Russo’s account of the first sonata is of noteworthy value, as immediately noticed from 

the solemnity of the attack and the subsequent virtuoso passage that leads to the 

appearance of the cantabile theme. Everything is shaped to properly emphasize the drama 

of the plot with considerable insights that can only be born out of a profound knowledge 

of the composer’s style. Thus, the Sonata is brought to its completion with an irresistible 

crescendo of emotions and high-level pianism. The virtuoso approach combined with 

stylistic attributes are also well evident in the rest of the program of this precious album 

that includes the Variations on a theme of Corelli, a selection of Etudes-tableaux and 

three songs transcribed by that keyboard wizard Earl Wild. In the latter case, it is by no 

means easy to reproduce on the keyboard the fascination of a composition that amplifies 

– always within an absolute respect of style – the already complex composer’s language. 

But Russo shows here that he possesses an instrumental command granted to few 

performers. Of equal level is the rendition of the Variations Op. 42, Rachmaninoff's last 

great work that already has seen the highest levels of recording and performance by the 

competition. 

 

Translation of Luca Chierici’s original review in Classic Voice, Italy, May 18, 2017 

 

 





RACHMANINOFF: Early Piano Pieces
Elisa Tomellini

Piano Classics 123—78 minutes

As a lifetime Rachmaninoff aficionado, I really
appreciate this record. Besides the first-rate
performances, not many of the pieces here are
heard or recorded very often. Everything was
composed 1886-94 by a young composer just
beginning to find his voice. Notably absent
from this collection are the five pieces from
Op.3, which includes the famous Prelude in C-
sharp minor. That opus gets performed and
recorded often. I have only come across the
‘Humoresque’ (heard here in its 1940 revised
version) and the ‘Barcarolle’ from the Morceau
de Salon apart from recordings of the complete
opus (Horowitz on RCA). The four-movement
Suite in D minor (1890-91) is a piano transcrip-
tion of an early orchestral work. It was only dis-
covered in 2002 in a collection of Siloti’s
papers. This 20-minute work is well worth get-
ting to know and has been recorded a few
times before, but not as convincingly as here.
The Nocturnes (1887-88) have been recorded
many times since their first US publication in
the early 1970s, but have never entered the
mainstream of piano repertoire. Tomellini’s
interpretation might help remedy that situa-
tion. The same holds true for the Four Pieces
Rachmaninoff originally considered for his
Opus 1.

This disc is also part of Piano Classics 111,
Rachmaninoff’s Complete Piano Music [6CD].
Either way, it sheds new light on the compos-
er’s early piano music. When taken in this con-
text, the Op. 10 pieces assume a significance
not generally associated with them, and I can’t
recall enjoying these pieces more.

HARRINGTON

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Sonata 1; Corelli
Variations; 3 Etudes-Tableaux; 4 Song Tran-
scriptions

Sandro Russo
Steinway 30077—78 minutes

Russo has come my way before with Russian
repertoire (Musical Concepts 150, N/D 2014).
He is an exciting, very talented pianist, born in
Sicily but a resident of the US since 2000. Now
the Steinway artist has his first disc on that top
label. As expected, it is generously filled, with
excellent piano sound and good program
notes. I have discs with just the sonata and
Corelli Variations, but here we get an addition-
al seven pieces—25 minutes more music.

Sonata 1 is probably my favorite of Rach-
maninoff’s large piano compositions. It opened
the composer’s first solo piano recital at
Carnegie Hall in 1909. Rarely heard 40 years
ago, it is played and recorded much more often
these days, but nowhere as often as Sonata 2.
Without the benefit of a champion like
Horowitz, and with a difficulty level compara-
ble to Piano Concerto 3, this work requires a
pianist with vast reserves of technique, power,
and interpretive skill. Russo succeeds on all
counts. He doesn’t knock Ogdon (RCA) from
my top spot, primarily because of the flow and
drive, which can start and stop here but is
relentless with Ogdon. Of course, the 1968 RCA
piano sound can’t compare with Steinway’s
2017 sound, and Russo has many beautiful and
important things to say about this work.

The Corelli Variations are just as well
played and recorded, but I do object to the 18
minute work as only one track.

In between the two big works, we are treat-
ed to three nicely contrasting Etudes-Tableaux:
Op.33:3 in C minor and 33:6 and 39:5 in E-flat
minor. The inclusion of four of Earl Wild’s bril-
liant song transcriptions makes this release
even more irresistible. I have the greatest
admiration for pianists who can play these
murderously difficult arrangements. I know
how hard the original accompaniments are; I
have performed all four of the songs with a
singer: ‘Dreams’, ‘Floods of Spring’, ‘The Little
Island’ and ‘Here It Is Beautiful’. Wild adds
extra verses, harmonic modulations, and tons
of notes to the original; but everything he does
is fully in keeping with Rachmaninoff’s style. I
believe that the composer would have
approved.

HARRINGTON

RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 1; 
BALAKIREV: Tamara

London Symphony/ Valery Gergiev
LSO 784 [SACD] 61 minutes

“You can’t phone it in”, goes the old saying.
Well, Gergiev sort of does here. There’s a cer-
tain soullessness to this performance that
reminds me of the emptiness of the “Phone
Dead” generation.

Gergiev doesn’t turn in a bad performance
of the symphony; it’s just not entirely convinc-
ing or interesting. Of course, the work’s pre-
miere in St Petersburg in 1897 was one of the
famous failures of musical history. The orches-
tra was under-rehearsed; the conductor,
Alexander Glazounov, was unsympathetic to

144 July/August 2017
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Quite simply, an album that should grace every collector's shelf! Cannot recommend it enough... Read

More

Sample Title/Composer Performer Time

AllMusic Review by James Manheim  [-]

The fine Steinway & Sons label has attempted, in various ways, to re-create the pianistic world of a

century ago, in which a recital of music by Rachmaninov  would have been a common entry indeed. In

his adopted United States, the recital might have been by the composer/pianist himself. Famous for his

powerful hands, he is associated with sounds that could make the walls ring in a good-sized symphony

hall, but the fact is that for an ordinary piano recital, which might often have taken place in a smaller

space, more intimate approaches are reasonable. That's what you get in this enjoyable album by

Sandro Russo. Russo chooses works that generally respond well to his elegant, rather refined

treatment, starting off with the comparatively rare Piano Sonata No. 1 in D minor, Op. 28, with its

general inspiration by Goethe's Faust and its inward atmosphere. Russo goes on with works that

connect with each other in more or less subtle ways that he explains a short booklet note. Some of

them are arrangements by Earl Wild of non-piano works (sample one of these for the flavor of the

whole), and these make a lovely interlude before the final flourish. In general, Russo seems more

concerned with shades than with pianistic fireworks, and he's one of a group of young pianists who

have been finding these in Rachmaninov, and finding, in general, that he was more aware of

Impressionist developments than he has been given credit for. You may wish for a bit more blood and

thunder in the final Variations on a Theme of Corelli, Op. 42, but here too Russo's approach is original.

Steinway & Sons departs from its usual concert venues for a studio recording here, and the results are

superb. A recommended new take on Rachmaninov.

Collapse ↑

Al Murs
April 24, 2017
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Piano Sonata No. 1 in D minor, Op. 28

1 I. Allegro moderato
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 12:06

2 II. Lento
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 8:27

3 III. Allegro molto
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 14:34

Etudes - Tableaux, Op. 33

4 No. 3 in C minor
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 5:08

5 No. 6 in E Flat minor
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 1:43

Etudes - Tableaux, Op. 39

6 No. 5 in E Flat minor
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 5:22

7 Dreams, Op. 38 No. 5 (Arr. Wild)
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 3:15

8 Floods of Spring, Op. 14 No. 11 (Arr. Wild)
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 3:52

9 The Little Island, Op. 14 No. 2 (Arr. Wild)
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 2:12

10
Where Beauty Dwells, Op. 21 No. 7 (Arr.
Wild)
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 3:29

11 Variations on a Theme of Corelli, Op. 42
Sergey Rachmaninov

Sandro Russo 17:51
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Under the Radar: Leinsdorf’s Exciting,

Historic Walküre
by Robert Levine

This was the first stereo recording of this

opera, released in 1962. Erich Leinsdorf

may not have be...  Continue Reading

Reference Recording: Slatkin’s

Exceptional Elgar Orchestral Works
by Victor Carr Jr

RCA's Elgar box is one of the finest sets in

its Complete Collection series. Leonard

Slatkin's vital...  Continue Reading

Filling In The Gaps: Dvorák Complete

Piano Music
by David Hurwitz

Along with the lesser-known operas, most

collectors will probably wait until the very

end of their D...  Continue Reading
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Podger’s Double and Triple Bach
February 17, 2014 by David Vernier

Years ago as a young piano student I had

a book of keyboard pieces (actually I still

have it) aptly titled The Joy of Bach. Here

is a recording that could justly bear that same title. Violinist

Rachel...  Continue Reading

Rarified Couperin From A Living Legend
January 26, 2014 by Jed Distler

For her first commercial recording in

nearly a decade, Blandine Verlet revisits

the music of François Couperin, one of

her great specialties. Although I am not familiar with her

earlier out-of-print ...  Continue Reading

A Priceless “Autograph” from Alexandre

Tharaud
January 7, 2014 by Jed Distler

Once upon a time before recitals became

all too serious, pianists would finish their

programs with an encore, or two, or three. Or maybe ten, if

the pianist felt generous that night. Encores usually

c...  Continue Reading
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Artistic Quality: 10
Sound Quality: 10

You are here: Home > Delectable Scarlatti Recreations

Delectable Scarlatti Recreations
Review by: Jed Distler

What a wonderful idea: Here’s a program that

features transcriptions of Domenico Scarlatti’s

keyboard sonatas along with original works

that use the sonatas as a jumping-off point.

Many Classical- and Romantic-period

composers and pianists felt the need to update

Scarlatti’s keyboard textures by filling in chords,

adding double notes or octaves, or spicing up

the harmonies. Politically incorrect by 21st-

century standards, true, but “inauthenticity”

can be fun, especially in the hands of a pianist

like Sandro Russo.

He revels in Louis Brassin’s unabashedly

upholstered transformation of the K. 525 F major sonata and its humorously leaping

embellishments, and conveys the full impact of Granados’ subtle, full-bodied piano writing

with little help from the sustain pedal. The multi-layered strands of Ignaz Friedman’s busy

rewrite of K. 523 suggests an overdubbed second piano, while Russo captures the

impetuous quality of Marc-André Hamelin’s bitonal Scarlatti-based etude with no less

sparkle than in the composer’s own performances. And although several pianists have

taken up Raymond Lewenthal’s nutty, harmonically pungent Scarlatti-like Toccata in recent

years, Russo’s crisp rhythms and slightly dry touch are just what the doctor ordered. Even

after you’ve finished playing this disc, your ears will continue to smile.

Recording Details:

Album Title: Scarlatti Recreated: Transcriptions and Hommages

Buy Now from Arkiv Music

Works by Tausig, Brassin, Granados,

Czerny, Friedman, Alkan, Hamelin, Françaix,

Lewenthal, & Habermann

Russo, Sandro (piano)
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Scarlatti Recreated

Sandro Russo’s Scarlatti Recreated, released Sep 24, 2013 on the Musical Concepts label,
is an ambitious and fanciful undertaking in that the ‘reinvented’ repertoire is highly
original.  In fact, on the album there are four world-premiere recordings referring to the
essential Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757). A contemporary of Händel, Scarlatti’s baroque
writing had been largely forgotten, gaining new popularity in the mid-twentieth century,
as the liner notes of the recording suggest. In this recording, Russo deals with
extraordinarily difficult material, solving their intricacies with his own, masterly
understanding of the genre.  He manages to adapt with a most elegant reverence to the
different composers stylistic commentaries, without ever losing his own sensitive and
personal touch.

Based in New York, Italian-born Sandro Russo has been lauded as an exceptionally poetic
pianist with verve for the newfound joy of transcription. In 2005, he met Vladimir
Leyetchkiss at the International Conference of the Rachmaninoff Society in London,

whose transcription of Rachmaninov’s waltz and romance from his 2nd suite for two

pianos Op. 17 caught Russo’s interest. Leyetchkiss approached Russo to play some of

the movements of the 2nd suite transcription in recital. Leyetchkiss had originally

intended this oeuvre for Cyprien Katsaris, who never ended up playing it; Russo
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premiered both the Waltz and Romance during the 2008/2009-concert season with great
critical success and enthusiastic approval from Leyetchkiss.

About Scarlatti Recreated, Russo remarks, “The idea of ‘recreating’ Scarlatti originated
primarily from the basic fact that his work wasn’t conceived for the modern piano but
rather for the harpsichord.”  Scarlatti’s most significant musical contribution is his
oeuvre of 555 keyboard sonatas written for harpsichord, chronologically catalogued by
the most comprehensive numbering system of his work, which was created by Ralph
Kirkpatrick in 1953.  With a strong sense for the historic component of pianism, Sandro
Russo has enjoyed playing historic instruments and performing programs that position
the pianistic experience into a solid historical context.

Obviously there was something in Scarlatti’s intimate and harmonious melodies that
inspired a historic response, one which bears as much witness to the styles of the times
in which the various transcriptions were written – virtuosic, romantic, and expressive –
as it does to the subtleties of Scarlatti’s music itself.

Sandro Russo, Photo:Ilona
Oltuski@getclassical

An inherent ingredient in a transcription is its complexity. Based on the source material,
the transcription evokes the original but often tries to go beyond it, adding a personal
commentary. This often results in adding harmonic voices or melodic embellishments,
translating into intricate technical demands on the pianist. Russo’s disc features

transcriptions of Scarlatti’s material by pianists of the 19th and 20th centuries.  M id-
nineteenth century transcriptionist Carl Czerny paid homage to Scarlatti along with
other composers while he worked at the center of Viennese pianism. Piano virtuoso Carl
Tausig and Louis Brassin, also best known for his Wagner transcriptions, added their own
virtuosic flair to Scarlatti’s material, and included in their interpretations a fuller-ranged
and polyphonic orchestral configuration of the original music.  At the turn of the

century, Enrique Granados set out to transcribe a set of Scarlatti Sonatas in a highly
romanticized fashion of the time. Famed virtuoso and composer of the mid-twentieth
century, Ignaz Friedman, was renowned for his Bach and Scarlatti transcriptions in
addition to his Chopin performances; the Polish pianist brought a lot of Chopin’s
harmonic influences into Scarlatti’s sound world. The compositions of the eccentric
Charles-Valentin Alkan, a colleague of Chopin and part of the same French bohemian
circle of the mid-nineteenth century, is known to test the limits of even the most
virtuoso piano playing. He included references in one of his manuscripts to “Alla D.
Scarlatti.” Slightly more interested in a historistic view of the twentieth century are
Jean Françaix, Rayomond Leventhal, and Michael Habermann, each of whom approach
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Scarlatti with their personal historistic perspective.

Russo’s own revelations of fascinating details are projected with great sovereignty
inScarlatti Recreated, perhaps most brilliantly expressed in his performance of Marc-
André Hamelin’s EtudeVI: Esercizio per Pianoforte (Omaggio a Domenico Scarlatti).  Marc-
Andrè Hamelin is renowned for presenting the works of lesser-known composers
(including Alkan’s), and works with pieces that many deem difficult to handle, remaining
unfazed by their tremendous intricacies. The contemporary pianist/composer and
arranger makes, in his own words, “a purely affectionate tribute” to Scarlatti, as
mentioned in the liner notes.

Russo manages to keep the listener engaged throughout the different ‘quotations’ of
Scarlatti’s underlying impact on the music’s clarity and finesse, which aids the listener in
grasping a deeper look into the curious process of musical composition, as well.

The recording is a poignant example of Russo’s thoughtful and meaningful programs,
executed with great imagination and musical dexterity.
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Having attended Sandro Russo’s recitals over the years, I believe he is definitely a world-class
pianist who has tremendous potential to “shake the world” . I definitely want to purchase his
new recording of Scarlatti. Please help me.
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Turning Scarlatti on his head
by Michael Johnson
Michael Johnson is a music w riter based in Bordeaux. He contributes music
commentary to Facts & Arts, the International Herald Tribune, Boston Musical
Intelligencer, Open Letters Monthly and Clavier Companion, among others. He is a
former board member of the London International Piano Competition.

07.01.2014

You would have to be quite a sure-footed composer to believe you could improve on
something as perfect as the harpsichord sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti. These intensely
vital pieces were crafted meticulously with beginnings, middles and ends, combining
melody and harmony with the occasional daring touch of dissonance. Some 300 years
after Scarlatti wrote his incredible 555 sonatas, most of them are still fresh and exciting.

Yet Scarlatti considered these works to be mere light-hearted entertainment, “jesting with
art”, in his words. He urged listeners to be “more human than critical”. 

In modern performances, Ivo Pogorelich and Vladimir Horowitz have set the bar high for
piano versions, and other pianists must strive to reach their standards.

So it was with some skepticism that I switched on the new CD Scarlatti Recreated
(Musical Concepts, MC149), which for the first time pulls together 19 examples of
Scarlatti “recreations” – rewritings of some of the favorite sonatas. Purists can yelp and
cry foul; I found real music of a similar yet different texture in these works. 

Sicilian pianist Sando Russo has the skills, sensitivity and respect for Scarlatti required
for navigating these reworkings, most of them more demanding pianistically than the
originals.

He has collected a diverse selection of Scarlattish sonatas, some of which have
appeared on other CDs, some of which are encore-type recital offerings, and two of
which are getting their world premiere as recordings here. 

Transcriptions in classical music are nothing new, but Russo’s picks are mostly
purposeful – the 19th century transcribers sought to inject expanded pianoforte dynamics
to the one-dimensional harpsichord sound, and in most cases update the music with
contemporary ideas. Call them pastiches, homages or imitations, they all bring the
familiar originals to mind but with a twist. None quite overflow into caricature.

Intentionally or not, Russo’s ordering of the pieces builds slowly from minor tinkerings
such as Carl Tausig’s up-tempo renderings of the E Major K. 20 and the C Major K. 487
to more personal expressions of Marc-André Hamelin and the delightful Jean Françaix, to
the very contemporary (and my favorite) piece by the American Michael Habermann. 

Attentive listeners will wonder what the excitement is all about through the first 12 pieces,
then come the real departures. First,  Ignaz Friedman with his melodic Pastorale,
followed by his bouncy Gigue. And Hamelin’s version, described in the program notes as
a “purely affectionate tribute”, although he admits the sonatas are “very easy to make
fun of”. 

by James Bash

by Michael Johnson

by Mary L. Tabor
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And the CD reaches a climax with Habermann’s Homage, a strongly contemporary
refitting of the original sonata L. 104. Habermann, a professor at the Peabody Institute of
Johns Hopkins University, is known for his scholarly work on Sorabji and his
interpretations of contemporary works. He clearly enjoyed himself in this Homage. A
sample is available here:
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Scarlatti Recreated 
Arrangements and homages to Scarlatti by Tausig,
Brassin, Granados, Czerny, Friedman, Alkan, Hamelin,
Françaix, Lewenthal and Habermann (see end of review
for full track-listing) 
Sandro Russo (piano) 
rec. 28 November 2012 and 19 February 2013, Oktaven
Studios, New York City, USA 
MUSICAL CONCEPTS MC 149 [61:46] 

Sandro Russo’s Scarlatti Recreated brings together
nineteen arrangements, expansions, and homages to
Domenico Scarlatti. Some of the composers just wanted
to “update” Scarlatti’s writing so that it fits the piano
better; some endeavoured to make them harder to play;
some were simply fascinated by Scarlatti and his art. This
album is similar in concept to Joseph Moog’s recent
Scarlatti Illuminated (they have three tracks in common),
only Russo’s playing is more consistently outstanding. 
  
Russo, I should emphasize, really is outstanding. He
proves a great guide to the different transcribers and
their styles. The second of Louis Brassin’s arrangements
is a merry romp, calling to mind not just Scarlatti but
Couperin. Enrique Granados is a superb arranger, and he
imposes less of himself on the music than certain others,
particularly Ignaz Friedman. When I reviewed Joseph
Moog’s album, I said Friedman’s pastorale after Scarlatti
sounded more like Scriabin; here it takes on an almost
jazzy aspect, or at least Percy Grainger-ish. 
  
Jean Françaix contributes a typically witty homage which
includes quotations by composers who are not Scarlatti. What did you expect from a work called
Promenade of an Eclectic Musicologist? Marc-André Hamelin also lives up to expectations, in that his
tribute is staggeringly difficult to play and loaded with amusing dissonance. Raymond Lewenthal’s
comparatively straight homage ends with an Ives-like “wrong” chord. 
  
Russo’s skills as a programmer must also be praised. Not many pianists would include notorious study-
music writer Carl Czerny, who gets a world-premiere recording for his own brilliant mimicry of Scarlatti’s
style. The seven Enrique Granados pieces are skilfully arranged into a suite, the “slow movement” (from
K. 109 in A minor) moving so seamlessly into the finale (from K. 211 in A major) that you’ll surely be
dazzled. 
  
The pianist’s Hamburg Steinway is consistently pure in tone, and the recorded sound cannot be
criticized. It’s fitting that this is released on the label Musical Concepts, since it is a concept album of
the best kind. 
  
Brian Reinhart  

Full Track-Listing
Carl Tausig (1841-1871) 
Capriccio in E (Scarlatti Sonata K. 20) 
Sonata in C (Scarlatti Sonata K. 487) 
Louis Brassin (1840-1884) 
Andante in B flat minor (Sonata K. 377) 
Scherzo in F (Sonata K. 525) 
Enrique Granados (1867-1916) 
From the 26 Sonatas Inéditas 
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A Russian Recital by Sandro Russo
Review by: Jed Distler

As pianist Sandro Russo readily admits, not all

of the “Russian Gems” compiled for his recital

are “Piano Rarities”. Certainly not Balakirev’s

frequently recorded Islamey, or even the less

frequently recorded Medtner First Sonata and

Taneyev Prelude and Fugue. More importantly,

however, the selections add up to an

interesting and well-contrasted program, and

Russo commands the technique and

temperament to make it work.

The opening Skazka by Julius Isserlis might be

described as Edward MacDowell à la Russe. In

contrast to Sam Haywood’s gentle, rounded off

interpretation on Hyperion, Russo animates the middle section with sharper accents and

bolder dynamic contrasts. His assured and colorful Medtner Op. 5 yields nothing to Marc-

André Hamelin’s reference recording, and arguably surpasses it in the Allegro risoluto

finale in terms of more varied articulation in the busy opening pages and more ferocity in

the climaxes.

Russo’s masterful unfolding of Taneyev’s difficult Prelude and Fugue in G-sharp minor is

the best I’ve heard since Vladimir Ashkenazy. He matches the older pianist’s suavity and

clear voicing of the Fugue, while intensifying the Prelude’s long-lined melodies with

dynamic surges and emphatic accents that contrast to Ashkenazy’s softer-grained

introspection. While we miss the spatial effect and conversational repartée of

Rachmaninov’s two-piano writing in the Op. 18 Suite’s Waltz and Romance–reduced to 10

fingers by Vladimir Leytchkiss–Russo compromises nothing in the way of tempo, and his

double notes are as smooth as silk.

Although Russo nails Islamey’s swarms of notes and unrelenting big chords, I miss Gary

Graffman’s steel-cut fingerwork and driving momentum, not to mention Michele

Campanella’s more playful, supple, and textually lean version (once credited to Joyce

Hatto). It’s nice to hear the Gregori Ginzburg Rakov Russian Song and Rózycki Waltz

transcriptions revived. On the other hand, Ginzburg’s old recording of the latter abounds

with carefully sculpted inner voices and a sophisticated foreground/background interplay

that Russo’s relatively uniform and less thoughtfully structured reading lacks. A very

attractive disc, overall.

Recording Details:

Album Title: Russian Gems Piano Rarities
Reference Recording: None for this collection

Buy Now from Arkiv Music

Works by Isserlis, Medtner, Taneyev,

Rachmaninov, Balakirev, Rakov, & Rózycki

Sandro Russo (piano)
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Russian Gems  Piano Rarities
Julius ISSERLIS (1888-1968)
Fairy Tale (Skazka) in F Major, Op.6 [3:11]
Nikolai MEDTNER (1880-1951)
Sonata No.1 in F Minor, Op.5 [30:18]
Sergei TANEYEV (1856-1915)
Prelude and Fugue in G-Sharp Minor, Op.29 [7:06]
Sergei RACHMANINOV (1873-1943)
Waltz and Romance from suite No.2 for two pianos, Op.17
(transc. Vladimir Leyetchkiss) [13:18]
Mily BALAKIREV (1937-1910)
Islamey (Oriental Fantasy), op.18 [8:42]
Nikolai RAKOV (1908-1990)
Russian folk Song (transc. Grigory Ginzburg) [2:01]
Ludomir RÓZYCKI (1883-1953)
Waltz from the opera Casanova (transc. Grigory Ginzburg)
[3:59]
Sandro Russo (piano)
rec. Oktaven Studios, New York City, USA, 3 October, 19
December 2012, 28 January 2013.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS MC 150 [68:37]

This is a brilliant disc with a really arresting programme
though with a couple of anomalies. I’m sure that Islamey
is too well known to be considered a rarity while I trust
the same can be said for Medtner’s Sonata No.1. As
admitted in the booklet notes, Rózycki is not Russian, but these are small quibbles. While these works
could have been replaced with other real rarities perhaps we can hope for more discs of such
repertoire. Reading pianist Sandro Russo’s own notes later I see that he has pointed out that the
Medtner Sonata is better known these days but only following recent “rediscovery” as he puts it and
that Islamey is “widely performed”.
  
The disc opens with a true rarity in the shape of Skazka or Fairy Tale by Moldavian-Jewish composer
Julius Isserlis (grandfather of cellist Steven Isserlis). I had never come across his music before and it is
truly delightful but at a mere three minutes leaves you with all kinds of questions not least of which is
‘When can I hear some more?’. The answer lies in a disc only released in January 2014, Julius Isserlis:
Piano Music played by Sam Heywood (piano) and Steven Isserlis (cello). It's Hyperion CDA68025. The
piece is charming, dreamy and elusive, evoking in my imagination a sparkling and gently flowing
waterfall. 
  
With Medtner I am in the musical equivalent of seventh heaven. When I listen to his piano music I
always feel transported. He is one of my piano music heroes and his first piano sonata is one of my
absolute favourites. It is the longest and most substantial work on the disc. Medtner began writing it
while he was still studying at the Moscow Conservatoire under Taneyev and Arensky. He completed it,
aged 23, in 1903, a staggering feat since the music is so mature in concept and execution. The opening
Allegro is toweringly majestic and tempestuous demanding some thunderously played passages. Add to
this an extremely memorable theme. The brief Intermezzo relieves the tension somewhat before the
Largo divoto reveals the serious nature at the heart of the work with elements of spiritual reflection.
With some plangent and pellucid moments you can almost ‘see’ into the composer’s soul. The finale
marked Allegro risoluto draws the themes and ideas together and indeed resolves them as well as the
conflict within them. Taken as a whole this sonata is quite extraordinary in its breadth of ideas and the
emotional depths it plumbs. It is an example of a work that is pretty well perfect without a note too few
or too many. 
  
As the liner-notes point out one of the unifying themes of this disc is that all the music is by composer-
pianists. They don’t come much more so than Sergei Taneyev whose pupils included Isserlis, Medtner,
Rachmaninov, Scriabin and Glière and whose teachers were Nikolai Rubinstein and Tchaikovsky. The
Prelude and Fugue in G-Sharp Minor, Op.29 shows Taneyev’s devotion to Bach and the baroque in a
quite breathtakingly virtuosic work that makes great demands on the pianist as he is driven at
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Recommendation

The sparkling opening bars of "Russian Gems" define the
program of this Musical Concepts CD, one that is superbly
performed by Sicilian pianist Sandro Russo. The concept behind
this project is to "showcase the Romantic tradition in Russian
music" (Russo), and features works by some composers I have
not heard of before as well as some rarities by Rachmaninov
and Medtner. 

Space does not allow for even a cursory overview of the lives of
each of these composers. Collectively, the span of their
productive lives runs from the late Romantic period with Sergei
Taneyev (1856-1915) and Mily Balakirev (1837-1910) well into
the 20th century with the music of Julius Isserlis (1888-1968) and
Nikolai Rakov (1908-1990). To my ear, the largest unifying aspect
of the music here is that each of these composers was a
virtuosic pianist, a facet of their talents you can hear in the
music. Some of these pieces, such as the opening Fairy Tale, Op.
6 by Julius Isserlis (1888-1968) are soft, charming miniatures,
redolent of French Impressionism while others, the sweeping
Sonata No. 1, Op. 5 by Nikolai Medtner for example, are full of
Romantic passion and 'on the edge' pianism. 

The sample in the sidebar for you to hear is a transcription by
Grigory Ginzburg of a Waltz from the opera Casanova by
Ludomir Różycki. You can also listen to Islamey by Mili
Balakirev in the video below. 

Sandro Russo handles it all without a blink. As far as I recall, I
have not come across his name prior to encountering this CD,
but I assure you, he is a pianist of extraordinary technical and
artistic abilities. Captured in splendid sound on recordings
dating from 2012 and 2013, this sixty-eight minute program will
appeal to just about any music lover. If you enjoy the music of
the composers you know here - Rachmaninov and perhaps
Balakirev and Medtner - you will enjoy the entire program.

Pianist Sandro Russo performs Islamey by Mili Balakirev.

Balakirev Islamey performed 'live' by pianist Sandro Russo
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composition of known composers and unknown composers
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TRANSLATION PIANOWERELD REVIEW OF “RUSSIAN GEMS” CD 

 

Russian Gems by a Sicilian Wizard 

 

The unpretentious Sicilian virtuoso Sandro Russo could hardly have chosen a more apt 

opening to his latest CD Russian Gems (produced partly in-house) than the totally 

unknown gem of Russian-Jewish composer Julian Isserlis (1888-1968). With preciously 

layered dynamics and a refined shade of pedal Russo weaves a magic carpet out of this 

seemingly trifle. How he does it ultimately remains a mystery. Real magic does not allow 

for simple explanations. 

 

This album showcases a remarkable personality. Starting with the repertoire choice: The 

only really known work on this album is Mily Balakirev's Islamey, the rest of the music 

is rarely, if ever heard in the concert hall. Russo sets sensationalism aside in order to 

focus on smooth voice leading. In Medtner’s rarely played sonata opus 5 Russo's tempos 

follow the tune's momentum. Fully floating on the natural stream of Medtner’s lyricism, 

he can even leave Marc-André Hamelin behind, when it comes to coherence. Hamelin 

plays the coda of the first movement with a lot of panache and many changes of pace, but 

it's Russo who unveils the ingenious musical construction by keeping a tight rein on 

tempo and accentuation. The promise of the polyphonic Finale to Medtner’s sonata 

comes true in Russo's rendition of Taneyev’s Prelude and Fugue opus 29. Russo may not 

have the physical strength of an Ashkenazy (Decca), but the awesome clarity with which 

he highlights the ferociously piled up voices creates a unique climax itself. 

 

We had already encountered Vladimir Leyetchkiss' very clever solo transcription of 

Rachmaninoff's Suite Opus 17 on a CD by none other than Cyprien Katsaris (Piano 21). 

Russo plays the two middle parts Leyetchkiss initially issued. Again, the transparency 

and passion are of overpowering grace. Grigory Ginzburg transcriptions concluding this 

CD are just as little known in the West, as the miniature by Isserlis that opened this 

recital. Russo makes clear how unjust that situation is. By far the greatest musical 

injustice, however, is that the Dutch public has missed Sandro Russo ‘live’, as a result of 

our national concert organizer's inexplicable neglect. 

 

Elger Niels 

 

Pianowereld (June/July issue) 



recensioni cD&DvD
primo interprete della Sonata, 
Kostantin Igumnov) del tutto 
analogo a quello che carat-
terizza la Sonata di Liszt. Le 
note di accompagnamento al 
cd non indicano - cosa direi 
abbastanza grave - quale del-
le due versioni della Sonata 
op. 36 venga scelta da Roma-
novsky. Si tratta della secon-
da, del 1931, che è molto più 
compatta di quella del 1913 
e che si avvicina a sua volta 
al terzo rimaneggiamento ef-
fettuato da Horowitz (questa 
“terza edizione” del 1940 è 
stata pure oggetto di recente 
incisione da parte dei soliti 
giovani virtuosi ... dello scim-
miottamento). L’estensore 
del libretto si arrampica su 
argomentazioni a parer mio 
fuori tema, suggerendo una 
strana parentela tra le due o 
tre versioni dell’opera 36 e la 
settima sonata di Prokofiev e 
insistendo anche su presunte 
atmosfere faustiane della se-
conda sonata, tanto da giusti-
ficare l’impaginazione del cd 
con il titolo “Russian Faust” 
e un paio di foto di Romano-
vsky tale da sembrare uscito 
fuori da una tela di Friedrich. 
 lucA chierici

exploring time with 
my piAno
piAnoforte Sergei Kasprov
cd Alpha 606
prezzo € 18


Molto interessante il cam-
mino verso l’antico “at-

tualizzato” che compie il pia-
nista russo Sergei Kasprov, 
riesumando le “trascrizioni” 
di Rameau, Loeillet, Scarlatti 
e Bach fatte da Leopold Go-
dowsky, Carl Tausig e Sergej 
Rachmaninov: a parte l’inten-
to “pacificatore” dell’ormai 
oziosa querelle su clavicem-
balo (o pianoforte) sì o no, 
i brani sono specchio di un 
gusto forse più “antico” di 
quello degli autori presi come 
spunto, giacché se Rameau, 
Scarlatti e Bach rappresen-

tano le sommità del pensiero 
musicale occidentale della 
loro epoca (avendo fatto del 
passato la matrice del pre-
sente storico), Godowsky, 
Tausig e Rachmaninov sono 
invece degli eleganti conser-
vatori (che nel passato hanno 
visto un loro “bene rifugio”), il 
cui concetto di barocco è un 
misto di “antiquariato” e idio-
sincrasie stilistiche forse an-
cor più complesso da rendere 
di quanto non lo sia il Sette-
cento “autentico”. Difficile 
anche affermare con certezza 
se Kasprov sia riuscito nell’in-
tento oppure no giacché la 
sua sostanziale uniformità 
dinamica, che tenderebbe a 
fare il verso del clavicembalo, 
talvolta risulta monocorde.
 cArlo Fiore 

russiAn gems
piAnoforte Sandro Russo
cd Musical Concepts MC150
prezzo € d.d.


I l pianista siciliano Sandro 
Russo - residente a New 

York da una quindicina d’anni 
-  è alla sua seconda fatica di-
scografica assecondata dalla 
casa editrice americana “Mu-
sical Concepts” e si sposta da 
un primo terreno scarlattiano 
a uno dedicato a rarità pia-
nistiche della musica russa. 
Qui le rarità ci sono davvero 
e Russo dimostra tra le altre 
cose di essere un intelligente 
topo di biblioteca interessato 
a riportare alla luce spartiti 
che altrimenti giacerebbero 
inutilizzati negli scaffali.
Il programma è tutto da de-
scrivere anche perché fa rife-
rimento addirittura ad autori 
sconosciuti ai più. Julius Is-
serlis (1888-1968), che tra pa-
rentesi è il nonno del famoso 
violoncellista Steven, scrive 
una interessante Skazka af-
fiancandosi ai più noti lavori 
di questo tipo messi a punto 
da Medtner (il quale ultimo 
viene qui ricordato attraver-
so la sua prima Sonata op. 
5). Nikolai Rakov (1908-1990), 
fedele al regime e nominato 
“Artista del popolo” compare 
nel cd attraverso una “Canzo-
ne russa” trascritta magistral-
mente da Grigori Ginzburg, 

autore anche della versione 
da concerto di un Valzer trat-
to dall’opera Casanova di Lu-
domir Rozycki (1883-1953). E 
ancora troviamo Sergej Ta-
neyev con un austero e tec-
nicamente difficile Preludio e 
Fuga op. 29, e Rachmaninov 
con la ben nota  Suite per due 
pianoforti op. 17 ma… tra-
scritta per pianoforte solo da 
Vladimir Leyetchkiss appena  
nel 2009 (Sandro Russo ne 
estrapola il Waltz e la Roman-
ce). Non tutto il contenuto di 
questo cd rappresenta una 
novità assoluta dal punto di 
vista editoriale (l’opera omnia 
di Isserlis è stata ad esempio 
incisa per la Hyperion dal pia-
nista Sam Haywood ed esce 
sul mercato praticamente in 
contemporanea con questo 
disco) ma si tratta qui pur 
sempre di una scelta anto-
logica davvero interessante. 
Quasi a ricordarci le sue doti 
di virtuoso ispirato, Russo 
chiude il programma con una 
bella esecuzione della famo-
sissima Islamey di Balakirev, 
risolta con un suolo davvero 
squisito e una straordinaria 
cura dei particolari. 
 lucA chierici

cAetAni 
bAllATA, 4 improvvisi 
ToccATA, sonATA op. 3
piAnoforte Alessandra Ammara
cd Brilliant 94909
prezzo € 6,80


Roffredo Caetani (1871 – 
1961) nacque da nobilissi-

ma famiglia italiana (era Duca 
di Sermoneta), studiò con 
Giovanni Sgambati e fu te-
nuto a battesimo nientemeno 
che da Franz Liszt. La nipote 
Topazia sposò il celebre diret-
tore Igor Markevitch, e dalla 
coppia nacque quell’Oleg 
che oggi continua la carriera 
paterna avendo conservato il 
blasonato cognome della fa-
miglia della madre. La figlia 
di Roffredo, principessa Lelia 
Caetani, scomparsa nel 1977, 
aveva a propria volta creato 
una fondazione rivolta a ri-
cordare l’operato del pianista 
e più in generale a continuare 
un’opera di valorizzazione del 
territorio un tempo governato 

dalla famiglia.
Grazie all’influenza di Sgam-
bati i superstiti lavori di 
Roffredo Caetani vennero 
pubblicati da Schott (il retro-
copertina riporta il catalogo 
di lavori di Wagner e Liszt !) 
e sono oggi disponibili nei file 
della Petrucci Digital Library. 
La Ammara sceglie le pagine 
pianistiche che ci sono ri-
maste, ovvero i tre pezzi che 
compongono l’opera 9 (1899) 
e la Sonata op. 3 di sei anni 
precedente. Il commento al 
programma - ovviamente più 
che mai utile - è a firma di Ro-
berto Prosseda e alle sue note 
rimando l’ascoltatore che sarà 
sicuramente incuriosito dai 
contenuti di questo disco. 
Si tratta di musiche chiara-
mente lontane dalle correnti 
innovative che scuotevano in 
quegli anni il mondo musicale, 
ma ciò non toglie che questa 
musica vada correttamente 
documentata e la Amma-
ra compie questa operazio-
ne con gusto e convinzione. 
L’esiguo catalogo delle opere 
di Caetani comprende ancora 
un Quintetto con pianoforte, 
chiaro omaggio a Sgamba-
ti, che potrebbe essere fatto 
oggetto di recupero assieme 
a un Quartetto per archi e ad 
alcuni Intermezzi sinfonici.  
 lucA chierici

Autori vAri
AuToGrAFh
piAnoforte Alexandre Tharaud
cd Erato 50999   934137 2 5                    
prezzo € 18,18


Il fascino del bis, nei suoi mil-
le risvolti: prolungamento, 

per l’ascoltatore, dello stato di 
estasi creato dal recital, prima 
di rientrare nella vita di tutti i 
giorni, un’aspettativa covata 
col segreto interrogativo “cosa 
farà?” accompagnato talora 
dopo le prime note dall’incon-
fessabile disagio, “cos’è ?”. 
Un piccolo rito, insomma, ben 
diverso da quello celebrato 
nel teatro d’opera (e bandito 
rigorosamente da Toscanini) 
dove un brano viene repli-
cato pronta cassa, nel corso 
della rappresentazione, non 
senza rischi, come avvenne a 
Parma nei tempi d’oro quan-

Ordina il tuO discO su

Vedi anche pagina 58









TRANSLATION 

 

The Italian pianist Sandro Russo will make his debut in the Netherlands in 

April, in the Cristofori Concert Hall at the Rachmaninoff International 

Conference, for the opening concert. The program includes, in addition to 

works by Grieg and Taneyev, a complete performance of the complete song 

cycle Opus 26, by “Mr. C sharp minor.” 

 

“To make the piano sing like Di Stefano is my ideal.” 

  

Pianist Sandro Russo makes his debut at the Rachmaninoff Conference. 

 

 

Piano Wereld Magazine – March 2006 















TRANSLATION REVIEW

        The Sala dei Notari is backdrop for harmonious notes of Sandro Russo

PERUGIA - A more beautiful than ever Sala dei Notari was the perfect frame for the 
"essential" and "pure" notes of pianist Sandro Russo.  The concert, a unique event, 
conceived by the president of the Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Perugia, Carlo 
Colaiacovo, and organized by that organization, paid homage to the city by presenting 
this sublime performance by the renowned pianist. To mark the occasion, Mr. Russo 
performed works by Beethoven, Chopin, Debussy, Scriabin, Rachmaninoff and 
Balakirev, confirming once again his extraordinary ability to explore the more obscure 
works of the piano literature, and perhaps the more challenging ones as well.

A regular guest artist in Asian and European concert series, Mr. Russo has received 
various accolades, including those from the New York Council on the Arts, for his 
brilliant successes in the United States, where he has resided for several years. And the 
other evening didn't lack emotions either. In his musical wanderings from Beethoven to 
Rachmaninoff, one ultimately could perceive through all those ever-changing musical 
moods, a unique, tangible modernism. Interwoven threads of onomatopoetic references 
and obsessive rhythms increasingly revealed musical tendencies for reiteration, i.e., the 
repetition of certain thematic cells that are very much loved, especially in the case of 
Rachmaninoff.  Raging atmospheres, at times desolate, are only a "touch," a taste of the 
infinite, expressive universe of this great interpreter that America by now has made its 
own.

Francesco Castellini, Giornale dell’Umbria, May 10, 2013. 
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Sandro Russo’s Lisztomania
BY : Maria Thompson Corley 04.21.2009

The pianist Sandro Russo has no agent, but
his obsession with the music of Franz Liszt
has opened global opportunities for him.
His latest coup: a DVD recorded on Liszt’s
own 1862 Bechstein piano. (With a video
excerpt of Russo playing Liszt’s
Bechstein.)

Music & Opera • P rint-friendly version •
Send to a friend 

Russo: Chance of a lifetime.

Franz Liszt is his agent

MARIA THOMPSON CORLEY

To say that the pianist Sandro Russo loves the music of Franz Liszt is a
profound understatement. “I can’t live without him,” he told me,
explaining that he admires the way this 19th-Century Hungarian pianist
and composer culled inspiration from anything— religion, paintings,
literature, any and all emotion, just to name a few examples.

Russo calls Liszt “my musical master,” a type of reverence that’s usually
reserved, at least in North American musical circles, for Bach, Brahms
and Beethoven. Then again, if every pianist had Sandro Russo’s
technique, he or she might play more of Liszt’s piano music, which
might, in turn, lead to more such disciples of his output.

It isn’t just Liszt’s bravura pieces that Russo adores, however.  One of
several reasons he became the very first actual friend I met on Myspace
was our shared love of playing very, very softly, when the occasion
warrants, in keeping with our mutual interest in creating a widely varied
tonal palette. This part of Russo’s playing and Liszt’s art are explored in
his recent DVD, “Sandro Russo Plays the 1862 Bechstein Liszt Piano”
(Available in late May at w w w .sandrorussopianist.com.)

A string of honors

Russo was born in San Giovanni Gemini, Sicily, graduated summa cum
laude from the Vincenzo Bellini Conservatory and received the
Pianoforte Performing Diploma “with honors” from the Royal College of
Music in London, picking up numerous prizes in national and
international competitions along the way.  He came to New York in 2000
and won the Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra Competition soon
afterward. Since then, he has given concerts in Carnegie Hall (in Weill
Recital Hall and Zankel Hall) in addition to appearing in other venues,
nationally and internationally. 

He has performed with the Brussels Chamber Orchestra under Michael
Guttman, the Sinfonica Siciliana with Tomasz Bugaj, the Slovak
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Guttman, the Sinfonica Siciliana with Tomasz Bugaj, the Slovak
Philharmonic conducted by Tomas Hanus, and the Jacksonville
Symphony under Fabio Mechetti. Russo has also performed in such
world-famous halls as the Concertgebuow in Amsterdam and the Salle
Cortot in Paris and premiered compositions by Lowell Liebermann, Paul
Moravec, and Marc-Andre Hamelin. This year he will perform in San
Francisco, Chicago and Manchester, U.K. as well as touring Japan with
the New York Asian Symphony Orchestra.

Not bad for a pianist who has no agent. 

Serendipity w ith a Bechstein

Since Russo represents himself, he often must create his own
opportunities. One such endeavor led to his life-altering encounter with
Liszt’s piano. In the fall of 2008, Russo approached John Skidmore,
general manager of the New York Bechstein Piano Centre, about the
possibility of performing on one of the fabulous pianos in the showroom.
(To Americans, Steinway is the name associated with great pianos, but
to many pianists— including me— playing a Bechstein is a particularly
glorious experience.  The nine-foot grand I was lucky enough to play
seemed to read my mind, allowing me to produce effortlessly every
nuance imaginable.)

When Russo called, as it happens, the Bechstein store was planning a
joint recital to celebrate the arrival from Germany of Liszt’s 1862
Bechstein, and Skidmore invited Russo to participate in this event.  That
performance led to an invitation to give a solo recital at the Bechstein
Centre, with the opportunity to play an encore on the historic 1862
piano. Sandro’s first performance on Liszt’s instrument was of the
composer’s Consolation in D Flat Major, an experience Sandro described
as “thrilling” and “history come to life.”

Chance of a lifetime

That encore led to the chance of a lifetime: the opportunity to
immortalize the historic piano’s first tour of the U.S. by recording a DVD. 
Apparently, the Liszt piano had never been recorded or even used for a
public performance after Liszt’s death, so such unprecedented access
was special indeed.

But first a few issues needed to be resolved. The piano was 147 years
old, and although it was in excellent condition otherwise, the damper
pedal had begun to squeak. Far more problematic was the fact that the
Liszt Bechstein was due back in Germany in two weeks, so all the
arrangements had to be made right away, including the preparation of
repertoire. And even though Liszt’s robust pianism had helped end the
era of the wooden-framed piano (cast iron was needed to withstand his
virtuosity), his Bechstein was a museum piece. So Skidmore told Sandro
that pyrotechnical displays were off-limits.

In the end, Sandro chose to play the first three of Liszt’s Consolations,
the Schubert-Liszt Ave Maria, and two pieces “in the spirit” of Liszt:  the
Myra Hess arrangement of Bach’s Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring and a
transcription of Gluck’s Dance of the Blessed Spirits from Orpheus.

To live in another w orld

How does it feel to play the piano that once belonged to your idol?
Sandro spoke of “a profoundly stirring connection with the essential
being and very soul of Liszt as I performed his work, touching the actual
keys and pedals of the instrument Liszt had once played.” The tone of
the instrument is impossible to convey in words, so I’ve included a link
to Sandro Russo’s performance of the Consolation in D Flat Major.

Although he was forced to acclimate to the piano’s unfamiliar timbre and
change his pedaling to accommodate the deterioration of the pedal’s
mechanical parts, Sandro said he felt “no limitations—only inspiration.”

After spending several hours recording on the 1862 Bechstein, Sandro
said, he turned on his car radio and found the sonority of the modern
piano jarring. “For a moment,” he said, “I really believed I could live in
another world, thanks to that piano.”

♦
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Recital
RARE BAROQUE GEMS IN CREATIVE
ARTS SERIES CONCERT
by Joanna Bramel Young
Sunday, June 02, 2013

A small but appreciative
June 2 audience heard in
Santa Rosa's
Resurrection Parish a
delightful buffet of
baroque vocal and
instrumental works

performed by the five-year old Vinaccesi
Ensemble of Berkeley. Nanette McGuinness
soprano; Kindra Scharich, mezzo soprano;
Jonathan Smucker, tenor; and ba...

Opera
POWERFUL OPENING NIGHT FOR
CINNABAR'S CARMEN
by Vaida Falconbridge
Saturday, June 01, 2013

When "Carmen" debuted
at the Opera Comique in
1875, it was poorly
received. Its composer,
Georges Bizet, died a few
months later, thinking he
had written another
failure. Now widely
considered the most
popular opera in the
world, "Carmen" was
excellently performed
and given an
enthusiastic reception...

Symphony
FIVE FINGERS WITH THE
STRENGTH OF TEN
by Steve Osborn
Thursday, May 23, 2013

"My name is David, and
I'm going to be your
conductor for this
evening." With that corny
but amusing opening
line, guest conductor
David Robertson

introduced himself and the San Francisco
Symphony to a less than full house at the
Green Music Center on May 23. It was hard
to understand why the place ...

Symphony
UKIAH SYMPHONY CLOSES
SEASON WITH TWO BIG WORKS
by Ed Reinhart
Sunday, May 19, 2013

The Ukiah Symphony
closed its 2012-13
season May 19th with a
bold matinee
presentation at the
Mendocino College
Theater. Featured were

the Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1 in B
Flat minor, Opus 23, and the third and
fourth Movements of Beethoven's 9th
Symphony, Opus 125. Pianist Lawrence
Holmfjo...

Symphony
A PERFECT 10 FOR THE TENTH
by Steve Osborn
Saturday, May 11, 2013

The Santa Rosa
Symphony capped off its
first year in the
resplendent Green Music
Center with an
impassioned
performance of
Shostakovich's Tenth
Symphony, widely

RECITAL REVIEW
Concerts Grand / Sunday, April 18, 2010
Sandro Russo, Pianist

Sandro Russo after playing

RUSSO SCORCHES NEWMAN AUDITORIUM IN SEASON FINALE
RECITAL
by Terry McNeill
Sunday, A pril 18 , 2010

Spring thunder from sunny Italy was the order of the day April 18 when Sicilian pianist Sandro Russo
closed the seventh Concerts Grand season with a dramatic recital at Santa Rosa Junior College. 

In an 80-minute program before a Newman Auditorium audience of 120 Mr. Russo disdained the usual
opening works of Scarlatti and Mozart and launched into a powerful rendering of Liszt’s magnificent
“Variations on Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Sagen,” based on a Bach Cantata first heard in April, 1714.
The title can be translated as “Weeping, Lamenting, Worry and Apprehension” and Mr. Russo’s
imposing interpretation brought out the works majesty as well as its infinite sorrow. His running left-
hand octave playing was masterly and the often judicious tempos let air into the work. There was
reconciliation in the chorale where grief is overcome. 

If the Liszt might could be about conquering adversity, Beethoven’s F Minor Sonata (“Appassionata”)
is surely about it. With memorable past Newman performances by Joseph Banowetz and the mercurial
Valentina Lisitsa, Mr. Russo had a mountain to climb in a sonata the composer was said to have liked
above all others. The difficult articulation problems in the opening Allegro assai were handled with
ease and Mr. Russo had the requisite speed and large tone in the second subject. The short set of
variations comprising the second movement were lovingly set out, the artist in no hurry to get
anywhere. 

Recently pianists (e. g., Schiff, Fellner, Biss) have been playing the Sonata and especially the
concluding Allegro ma non troppo is an “architectural” style, emphasizing structure and inner
thematic relationships over passion. Mr. Russo would have none of this, seizing the emotional drive
and sweep of the movement and bringing the audience to its feet with the final fortissimo chords.
The piano would have been hot to the touch as he left the stage amid cheers. 

Following intermission Lowell Liebermann’s haunting Nocturne No. 8 (2004) was given, and Mr. Russo
knows these pieces (there are now 11 Nocturnes) through careful study and his own premiere of the
Nocturne No. 10. The eighth is haunting, the menacing quality set against short lyrical passages. Mr.
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Symphony, widely
regarded as his
masterpiece in the
genre. Every section of

the orchestra, from the lowest bass to the
most stratospheric piccolo, played to...

Symphony
PRAYERS AND REDEMPTION FROM
THE APSC
by Nicki Bell
Saturday, May 04, 2013

For its final set of the
2012-13 season on May
4 and 5, the American
Philharmonic of Sonoma
County offered a
program titled "Prayer
and Redemption." The
first half consisted of the
prayers, the second of
the joy of redemption.
Guest conductor Cyrus

Ginwala spoke about the pieces beforehand
and then ...

Symphony
FULL CIRCLE FOR KAHANE
by Steve Osborn
Saturday, April 27, 2013

Since the conclusion of
his decade-long tenure
with the Santa Rosa
Symphony in 2006,
conductor laureate
Jeffrey Kahane has
traveled widely, but he
has often circled back to
Sonoma County as a

piano soloist. On Saturday evening, April 27,
he upped the ante by not only bringing his
prodigious keyboard...

Recital
MESMERIZING IRISH MEZZO TELLS
STORIES IN WEILL SONG RECITAL
by Vaida Falconbridge
Sunday, April 21, 2013

There were stories of
fiery gypsies, dances,
kisses, deep angst,
unrequited love,
mermaids, and
headstrong young
maidens. Irish-born
mezzo soprano Tara
Erraught told her Weill
Hall audience April 21 in
her lilting Irish brogue,
“People ask why I pick
the programs the way I
do. Well, being from

Irel...

Recital
SONG CYCLES FOR CONNOISSEURS
by Terry McNeill
Tuesday, April 09, 2013

Elina Garanca’s April 9
Weill Hall recital was a
connoisseur’s program,
eschewing the more
popular song literature
and concentrating on
mostly subtle and
evocative works of
Schumann, Berg and
Richard Strauss. With

pianist Kevin Murphy, the Latvian mezzo
soprano, famous from the opera stage as a
sum...

Recital
VADIM REPIN: STARLIGHT,
SHINING BRIGHT
by Steve Osborn
Sunday, April 07, 2013

Born in Siberia in 1971,
violinist Vadim Repin is
as Russian as they
come, but he played
nary a note of Russian
music in his April 7 recital
at the Green Music
Center's Weill Hall. The
closest he got was the

last movement of the Janacek violin sonata,
which celebrates the triumphal entry of
Russian...

Nocturne No. 10. The eighth is haunting, the menacing quality set against short lyrical passages. Mr.
Russo’s interpretation has changed since I heard him play it in 2004, now less explosive in the big
crashes of sound in measures 123 and 124, emphasizing more the mysterious nature of the writing. Is
anyone writing nocturne-like works with such sonic interest as Mr. Liebermann? 

The formal program concluded with Schumann’s eight-movement Kreisleriana, Op. 16. It is a difficult
work to hold together, with many da capo forms of various moods. Mr. Russo approached each with
care, especially in the Sehr langsam where his tonal control was exquisite. The entire performance
exhibited a controlled rotation and double-note legato technique, glowing cantilena in the Sehr
aufgeregt with the final conception lacking perhaps only the last portion of introspection. 

The ending of the Schumann caused some confusion in the hall as the program, printed eight months
ago, showed it as the last work. People were preparing to leave but fortunately Mr. Russo was in a
generous mood and capped the recital and season in a driving and ultimately sensational performance
of Balakirev’s Oriental Fantasy “Islamey.” Considered one of the most difficult works in the standard
piano repertoire, Mr. Russo’s whirlwind of repeated notes, large right-hand skips and a dollop on
bombast were equal to the score’s demands. Those in the first row were a little scorched by what
one listener called a “Vesuvius” of sound, but that’s what you get with a great “Islamey”
performance. There was no encore offered or needed. 

Sandro Russo’s recital was on balance the most virtuosic playing heard in Santa Rosa since the
Bronfman, Ohlsson and Nakamatsu concerts of three years ago and was a forceful capstone to the
nine-recital Concerts Grand season. 

The reviewer is the producer of the Concerts Grand series. 
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Steve Acunto fa centro al tiro a segno
comunità

15

Tempio dell’arte il “Tiro a segno?  Lo ha
promosso Steve Acunto, “deus ex machi-
na” dell’Italian Academy Foundation di
New York, sempre in preda alla bramosa
ricerca di nuovi talenti, nuovi portenti, nuo-
vi orizzonti. Ed essendo al “Tiro a segno”
non poteva mancare di far centro! Poteva
non fare bersaglio laddove si mira sempre
a far quadrato; a far beffa anche al fato?

Con chi ha fatto centro? Con  l’Orche-
stra del Teatro Olimpico di Vicenza, che qui
dall’Italia ha portato, e che giovedi sera, 12
c.m. s’è esibita diretta da Giancarlo De Lo-
renzo; il suo grande maestro, che con la
sua bacchetta ha mietuto fragorosi applau-
si da un pubblico scelto: un centinaio di
soci; gente d’alta classe, il circolo accessi-
bile solo ad esponenti della comunità ita-
liana ed italoamericana di spiccato spirito
patriottico, somma levatura culturale;  ide-
ale connubio d’acme e zenit; la perfezione.

A collaborare con Steve Acunto è sta-
to Marc Corea, l’organizzatore capo che

NY/SPLENDIDAMENTE AIUTATO DA UN CONCERTO DI INSIGNI MUSICISTI VENUTI DA VICENZA
O

ggi
am

erica

Sabato

15

marzo

2008

di Antonino Ciappina

mano. Ma le meraviglie non son finite con
Giancarlo De Lorenzo, Elena Contin, Ceci-
lia Lodae tutto il complesso orchestrale,
affiatatissimo ed eccellentiissimo. V’è sta-
to un altro solista: il pianista Sandro Russo
che ha addirittura portato tutti in delirio
carezzando e battendo i tasti, a seconda
del pentagramma al comando, interpetran-
do con veemenza entusiasta e perfetta ade-
sione un pezzetto di Franz Liszt, un altrodi
Frederic Chopin ed uno del contempora-
neo Marc-Andrè Hamelin, in un magnifico
“Etude” che arieggiava “La Danza” di Ros-
sini, facendo a tutti sentire un desiderio;
una brama di tarantella.

Dopo la delizia del rapimento estatico
del concerto si è avuto il coronamento del-
la serata con la premiazione di un attore,
scrittore, direttore e produttore italoameri-
cano: Tony Lo Bianco, che da Steve Acun-
to ha ricevuto un attestato con una magni-
fica motivazione, sormontata dall’esclama-
zione classica per tutte ogni super-ascesi
ed affermazione: “Bravo”. Ospite d’onore
della serata, Tony lo Bianco era con la mo-
glie: una splendida donna, incarnazione
d’un sogno trasumanato; vero dono di Dio
Ennesima  prova, ove ve ne fosse biso-
gno, che la donna è il dono migliore da Dio
fatto all’uomo.

ha organizzato tutto a
puntino. Il concerto è sta-
to preceduto da un rice-
vimento nel corso del
quale s’è brindato all’ami-
cizia con calici traboccan-
ti di Chianti, Asti spuman-
te ed Amaretto di Saron-
no come aperitivo, in an-
ticipazione del lauto pran-
zo che ha fatto seguito al
trattenimento musicale.

I concerti sono stati
due: uno in do per flauto
e orchestra, con pezzi
scelti di Georg Philip Te-
lemann, musicista tede-
sco che fu amico di
Johann Sebastian Bach;
uno dei maggiori artefici
della fioritura del primo
teatro operistico tedesco.
Vissuto tra il 1681 e 1767,
di massima compose mu-
sica sacra, questo il moti-
vo per cui non molto noto dove si coltiva
musica da camera. Ma i pezzi scelti sono
stati indovinatissimi; alitavano d’un respi-
ro musicale ch’era carezza alla mente ed
all’anima. Alla carezza ha molto contribui-
to la solista-flautista Elena Contin.

Faceva seguito un concerto in c per
mandolino ed orchestra, anch’esso d’ese-
cuzione eccezionale, con l’ascesa alla vet-
ta strumentale raggiunta dalla solista-man-
dolinista Cecilia Loda, ultre meritevole
d’ogni lode, come postula il suo cognome,
e ardenti battimani, favoriti dalla sua “ma-
drina di battesimo”: Santa Cecilia, patrona
della musica secondo il Martirologio Ro-

Alla serata non è mancato il conferi-
mento d’un accento di pregnante solenni-
tà: era presente il Ministro Francesco Ma-
ria Talò, Console Generale d’Italia a New
York, invitato da Steve Acunto per due ti-
toli: oltre ad essere il “deus ex machina”
dell’Italian Academy Foundation, è anche
Vice Console Onorario della contea di We-
stchester.

Nelle foto, dall’alto, in senso orario,
il dottor Francesco Maria Talò e Steve
Acunto; Steve Acunto con Tony Lo Bian-
co; il complesso venuto da Vicenza; Tony
Lo Biancxo con la moglie.

(Foto Antonino Ciappina)

IL CALENDARIO

CONCERTO DI DINOROSI, LA “VOCE DI NAPOLI”,
QUEENS LIBRARY, STEINWAY, ASTORIA
Sabato 15  marzo. con inizio alle 2 pomeridiane, presso la Queens
Library (Biblioteca Pubblica) di Queens, Astoria/Steinway Branch
(ramo staccato della biblioteca), 21-45 31.a Strada, Astoria, si potrà
ascoltare Dino Rosi, la “voce di Napoli”, che intratterrà l’uditorio
dando la stura a canzoni napoletane miste a motivi classici italiani
nel contesto d’un concerto intitolato: “From Italy with Love” (Dal-
l’Italia con Amore).Il concerto è ad ingresso libero. Per ulteriori
informazioni, gli interessati  potranno formare il n. (718) 728-1965
o visitare il web-site: www.queenslobrary.org.

FESTA DI SAN PATRIZIO DEI “BOY SCOUTS’/NEW UTRECHT
CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH, BROOKLYN
Sabato 15 marzo i “Boy Scouts” della “Troop 20" (Truppa 20.a)
terranno la Festa di San Patrizio, in anticipo rispetto alla data
tradizionale, cosi come per la festa di San Giuseppe, la Pasqua
quest’anno essendo prestaiola, nella “Parish House” (Sala parroc-
chiale) della New Utrecht Christian Reformed Church, 1831 84.a
Strada/18.a Avenue, Bensonhurst/Little Italy di Brooklyn. Si potrà
gustare un pranzo tipicamente irlandese in onore di San Patrizio,
venerato come Patrono dell’Irlanda. Nato a Glasgow, Gran Breta-
gna, il suo nome di nascita era Scott, figlio di un legionario
romano e d’una donna del luogo.Riuscito a guadagnare l’Irlanda
a Cristo con la sua opera di proselitismo,  divenne  l’apostolo
dell’isola. Invitato a Roma per ricevere gli allori della sua conqui-
sta al Cristianesimo, dal papa venne chiamato “Patrizio”, Padre
Nobile dell’Irlanda. Il pranzo in onore di San Patrizio sarà tipica-
mente irlandese con “corned beef” (carne di manzo conservata in
scatola, secondo apposita tradizione), Irish soda (bevanda gassata
tipicamente irlandese), rye bread (pane di segala, anch’esso tipica-

mente irlandese), oltre a patate cucinate in una dozzina di maniere,
tutte irlandesi. Per ulteriori informazioni, gli interessati potranno
formare il n. (917) 605-8334.

ANNUAL DINNER DANCE  DEI BROOKLYN ITALIANS
A EL CARIBE
Sabato 15 marzo 2008 si terrà il 33mo dinner dance dei Brooklyn
Italians presso El Caribe - 5945 Strickland Ave., Brooklyn, NY.
Saranno onorati, il consigliere Dominick Recchia come uomo
dell’anno e Giulio Mancuso come sportsman dell’anno. Allieterà
la serata la musica dei Caleps.

SPETTACOLO DI VARIETÀ “MUSICAL CARNIVAL”,
WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE, VALHALLA (N.Y.)
Domenica 16 marzo, presso il Westchester Community College, 75
Grasslands Road, Valhalla (N.Y.), si potrà assistere ad uno speciale
“Variety Show”; esattamente un “Musical Carnival”, grazie ad
iniziativa del Club Italiano dell’ateneo nell’Academic Arts Theatre,
A dare lo spettacolo sarà “The Frizzi & Lazzi”, Old Time Italian
American Music & Theatre Company. L’inizio è previsto per le 4
pomeridiane., Vi è ampio spazio per il parcheggio, lotti 2 e 4. Per
informazioni,  n. (914) 606-6790 Fax (914) 606-6429.

CELEBRAZIONE BILINGUE DELLE “TENEBRE” NELLA CHIESA
DI ST.FINBAR, 138 BAY 20TH STREET, BROOKLYN
Lunedì 17 marzo e mercoledi 19 marzo, nella Chiesa di San Finbar
(Upper Church/piano superiore), verranno celebrate le “Tenebrae”:
lunedì in spagnolo, il mercoledi in inglese, con inizio alle 7,30
p.m.Si tratta d’una celebrazione tradizionale, d’origine latina; di
un rito durante il quale si commemora la passione, morte e resur-
rezione di Gesù Cristo.

 La celebrazione viene definita una commerazione dei “Sacri Mi-
steri Pasquali” (Sacred Paschal Mysteries, in inglese). Tutta la
comunità è invitata. Per  informazioni n. (718) 236-3312 Fax (718)
236-3750

PROCESSIONE DEL VENERDÌ SANTO
CHIESA MEDAGLIAMIRACOLOSA,QUEENS
Venerdì 21 marzo, in Ridgewood (Queens), si  terrà la tradizionale
Processione del Venerdi Santo con inizio alle 6,30 dalla Chiesa
della Medaglia Miracolosa 62-81 60.a Strada, angolo Bleecker Stre-
et, Ridgewood/Queens.Verranno portati in procesisone simulacri
di Cristo Crocifisso e di Maria Addolorata.
Parteciperanno alla processione fedeli delle seguenti chiese: San-
ta Margherita, Santa Brigida, Sant’Aloisio, San Mattia, San Pan-
crazio, Sacro Cuore e Madonna della Speranza (Our Lady of Hope),
con i parrocchiani della Chiesa della Medaglia Miracolosa. Parteci-
peranno anche dirigenti e soci delle seguenti associazioni: Bisac-
quino, Castelvetranesi d’America, Concordia Partanna, Monteva-
go, Polizzi Generosa, San Gerardo Maiella, Santa Margherita Beli-
ce, Zagara.La processione avrà inizio alle 6,30 pomeridiane.Durante
la processione si ascolterà una predica speciale del rev.Stefano
Aguggia, direttore dell’Apostolato Italiano. Tutta la comunità è
invitata a partecipare; coloro che aderiranno all’invito sono esor-
tati a portare una candela. Per  informazioni, gli interessati potran-
no chiamare la canonica (Rectory) della Chiesa della Medaglia
Miracolosa (718) 366-3360, oppure  Tony Mulè, presidente dell’As-
sociazione Cattolica Italiana, chiamandolo al n. (718) 366-9755 o
(347) 334-6070.



~ Translation Review ~ 

 

 

> Recital for the “Tiro a Segno Foundation,” NYC, March 2008.  

 

…Pianist Sandro Russo sent the crowd wild caressing and attacking the keys – in 

accordance with the interpretive demands – performing Chopin, Liszt, and a 

contemporary work by M.A. Hamelin with a passionate vehemence and perfect aplomb. 

Hamelin’s magnificent Etude on Rossini’s “La Danza” evoked in the audience a desire 

for “Tarantella.”  

 

“America Oggi” March 15, 2008 





~TRANSLATION REVIEW~ 

 

Recital for the “Nuove Carriere” Music Festival in Palermo, Italy, 9 November, 2002 

 

“Chopin according to Russo” 

 

There was subtle pianoforte playing Thursday evening at the Ss. Salvatore auditorium in 

Palermo by Sandro Russo, who made his appearance for “Nuove Carriere” presenting a 

program of rare piano transcriptions, which also included Chopin’s Variations Brillantes 

Op.12, and the Polonaise Fantasie Op.61. 

 

The young Sicilian-born pianist who currently lives in New York, projects crystalline 

clarity in sonorities, and transparency of sound, which, however, did not lack moments of 

extreme intensity. He displayed a propensity for intimacy, meticulousness, and a soaring 

acrobatic virtuosity in the Flight of the Bumblebee arranged by Gyorgy Cziffra. 

 

Sara Patera, “Giornale di Sicilia” 

 


	Text1: American Record Guide


